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LOTE 14

A FLEMISH GAME PARK TAPESTRY, ENGHIEN
LATE 16TH CENTURY
woven with equestrian figures within a woodland setting, all within a four-sided border with
allegorical figures in each corner, strapwork motifs, fruiting and floral groups and entre-lac
inner and outer borders, woven with the town mark, and the weaver's mark
Approximately 284cm. high, 262cm. wide; 9ft. 4in., 8ft. 7in.
ESTIMACIÓN 25,000-30,000 GBP
Lote vendido: 27,500 GBP

NOTA DEL CATÁLOGO
Tapestry weaving flourished in Enghien in the second half of the sixteenth century, having started in the 15th century,
with its good reputation resulting in royal commissions. Lead seals had been attached for identification from around
1513, and marks were woven in from 1535, an all weaving centres used a town mark after the Edict of 1544. For

Enghien the mark was a distinctive town shield with eight segments alternating in black and white, often placed
between the letter E and N. Uniquely to Enghien, this mark can sometimes appear in the top selvedge.
In the aftermath of the Spanish Fury in 1576, in which tapestries were stolen from the Antwerp Tapestry Makers Hall,
a list of weaver's that had lost tapestries was recorded, and listed amongst the numerous Enghien weavers
was Quinten Flaschoen. For Quentin Flascoen's weaver's mark, circa 1575, and discussion of Enghien tapestry
manufacture see H. Göbel, Die Wandteppiche, 1923-1934, Part I, Vol.i, pp.519-525, pl.21. Both the town mark and
weaver's mark and are present on this tapestry.
Tapestries with the exuberant verdure design with animals dated to the third quarter of the sixteenth century, have the
characteristic narrow inner and outer entre-lac design of border. The slightly later Game Park tapestries, of similar
design to the present tapestry panel, include buildings and gardens which were inspired by Jan Vredeman de Vries,
whose influence is present in various artistic categories and infiltrated most northern European countries. For
illustrated discussion of tapestry weaving in Enghien, see Guy Delmarcel, Flemish Tapestries, London, 1999, pp.168176.
There are comparable tapestries with similar design elements of small figures, and buildings within woodland settings,
combinations of birds and animals, and hillocky foregrounds, within similarly conceived borders including allegorical
figures in all four-corners, and fruit groups. For reference to a particular set of three tapestries of comparable design
and with very similar border type, which were woven by a contemporary Enghien weaver of Flaschoen, Philippe van
der Cammen, with the town mark and weaver's mark, circa 1576, see Guy Delmarcel, Tapisseries Anciennes
d'Enghien, Mons, 1980, cat.no.20-22. pp.50-53. For an example of an Enghien tapestry, circa 1560-1600, with
Enghien town mark and an unidentified `heart' mark, with an earlier design composition of a verdure field with animals,
but sharing the same border type, with corner figures, canopies, strapwork, fruit and foliate groups, and narrow inner
and outer entre-lac borders see Ebeltje Hartkamp-Jonxis and Hillie Smith, European Tapestries in the Rijksmuseum,
Amsterdam, 2004, cat.no. 25., pp.88-89.
A game-park tapestry, with similar balance of animals, figures and landscape with central tree and exotic bird, and
including a unicorn and rhinoceros in the foreground, and similar border type and inner entre-lac border, was sold from
the Collection of Ritter Rudolph von Gutmann, Sotheby's, London, 11th December 1987, lot 175, and again at
Sotheby's New York, 31st January 1997, lot 243.
For discussion of de Vries, and comprehensive discussion of the proliferation of prints and effects on art and
architecture in the sixteenth century Northern Europe, especially those from the Netherlands, see Anthony, WellsCole, Art and Decoration in Elizabethan and Jacobean England, Yale University Press, New Haven and London,
1997, Chapter 5, The influences of Netherlandish prints I Ornament Prints, pp.43-94, Jan Vredeman de Vries, pp.5859.

